ARE YOU MONITORING
YOUR FASTEST
GROWING THREAT?
USER-BASED THREATS: IDENTIFYING SUSPICIOUS
ACTIVITIES AND UNDERSTANDING INTENT

trusted by
1,200+
customers

The risk of user-based threats has never been higher. Identifying who or what is
driving a data breach is crucial for successful remediation and recovery at multiple
levels. Unfortunately, 76 percent of all breaches stem from user-based threats
that involve validated account information that has either been stolen or misused.
Because most companies have little visibility into what users are actually doing once
logged in, this type of security breach often goes undetected for months.

Auditing and compliance

ObserveIT is a pioneer in user activity monitoring, and the only company that
provides tailored analytics, alerting and bullet-proof forensics to effectively address
the growing risk of user-based threats. With a completely software-based solution,
ObserveIT provides instant value by allowing companies to quickly follow users
across any system and records every action, keystroke and file they access. By
alerting companies to suspicious behavior in real-time – and providing forensic
evidence on exactly what happened – ObserveIT is uniquely able to help companies

Privileged user monitoring

prevent the loss of sensitive corporate and customer information, and also satisfy
PCI, HIPAA, SOX, and ISO compliance regulations in minutes.

HOW IT WORKS
ObserveIT provides screen-recording technology to capture all user behavior,
regardless of the environment. Beyond providing video playback of all user activity,
ObserveIT turns these video recordings into User Activity Logs that can be easily

Third-party monitoring

searched, analyzed, audited and acted upon. Real-time alerts based on user actions
inform administrators about suspicious and unusual activity, to operationalize
forensic analysis and enable early detection and mitigation.
GET STARTED WITH A FREE 15-DAY ENTERPRISE TRIAL:

observeit.com/tryitnow
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Rapid incident response

GAINING VISIBILITY IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT BY
SHIFTING FROM INFRASTRUCTURE TO USER ACTIVITY
MONITORING
RECORD ALL ACTIVITY
With ObserveIT, you will always know exactly who did what on company servers and
desktops. ObserveIT records user activity in every application, Web page and system
area, regardless of how users gain access (RDP, SSH, Telnet, ICA, direct console
login, etc.). ObserveIT records sessions in Citrix published applications, Citrix virtual
desktops and VMware environments, as well as stand-alone Windows and Unix/
Linux desktops and servers.

ANALYZE USER BEHAVIOR
ObserveIT dramatically shrinks the time to discover the “who, what, where, when” of
security incidents and breaches from weeks or months to just minutes. ObserveIT

RECORD
ALL
ACTIVITY
Capture exactly who did what on
critical servers and endpoints

continually analyzes user behavior to detect any activities that are out of role,
suspicious or in violation of security policies. Security teams can easily tailor alerts
to their specific needs, using an intuitive and powerful analytic engine.

INVESTIGATE SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
ObserveIT makes it easy to investigate unusual or suspicious user behavior with
searchable user activity logs and video playback of all sessions. Going far beyond
simply recording the on-screen activity to video, the software transcribes every
session into an easy-to-read summary so that watching the video isn’t necessary to

ANALYZE
USER
BEHAVIOR

know what the user did. Clicking on any particular event in the summary launches
the video playback from that exact moment.

ADD USER CONTEXT TO YOUR SECURITY ECOSYSTEM

Detect out-of-policy user behaviors
with real-time analytics and alerts

By integrating user context into existing architectures—SIEM, ITSM, identity & access
solutions and others—companies can significantly enhance their levels of security
and visibility. ObserveIT has developed a number of bi-directional integrations
designed to simplify the process,

A SELECTION OF OBSERVEIT CUSTOMERS
We have earned the trust of 1,200+ customers, including these fine companies:

INVESTIGATE
SUSPICIOUS
ACTIVITY

Rapidly respond with user activity
logs and video-like playback for all
sessions

GET STARTED WITH A FREE 15-DAY
ENTERPRISE TRIAL:
observeit.com/tryitnow
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